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INTRODUCTION

Teaching English language skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) are always interesting, since there are many elements involved in that process such as an appropriate teaching approach, methodology, tools, medias, and students psychological aspect. Those elements influence each other and cannot be seen as separated part. Teacher has a big role here to organize all elements for the success of teaching and learning process. It means all language skills can be mastered well without any unbalance among those skills. However it’s still found that listening gets inadequate portion. Therefore it can result many students have lower ability on this than other three skills.

Basically Listening is a very important part of English language skill. As Brown said the importance of listening in language learning can hardly be overestimated. Through reception, we internalize linguistic information without which we could not produce language. It is true, if we think back that naturally, human start acquiring language from listening. Communication and language acquisition heavily depend on listening skills. We can think that with poor listening ability, we cannot participate or continue a conversation. We cannot follow instructions correctly. Success at work, in a classroom, and elsewhere would be significantly more difficult to achieve without listening ability.1

Therefore many researchers try to investigate methods, techniques and media to find out the best way on teaching listening. Like the use of Computer Assisted-Language Learning which shows that students taught foreign languages through CALL programs give better results than those taught using traditional programs.2 Still in the term of technology used, video captions believed can be helpful in overcoming some of students listening comprehension difficulties. Moreover the uses of video captions were able to describe how they used the pictures, sound and captions to understand the video through listening activities3. Other study comes from Rahimirad, the result shows that metacognitive strategy instruction can significantly improve listening performance among EFL students. It can also make the learners more independent and responsible on their learning strategies through the cycle of planning, monitoring and evaluation4.

---

Besides the application of media and technique above, other technique which is believed effective to be employed in teaching listening is group work. Beccaria et al. state that group work is an improving learning system due to its enabling style for students to negotiate and share their ideas with other group members. This learning type also supports the development of skills and behaviors which are needed in workplace. Another study comes from Bormann and Henquinet who mention group work as an assignment of two or more people interacting with each other and interdependently working together to achieve specific objectives. Brown assumes that group work is a general term covering a variety of techniques in which two or more students are assigned a task that involves collaboration and self initiated language.

Meanwhile Meng also claims the other significant teaching technique is buzz group. This technique is commonly known as group work. In the application each group should report its findings and discussion result to the whole class. It is also important to know that group work usually implies small group that consist of four – six students. By doing group works the students have more opportunities to exchange the information. It means that group work is a way for acknowledging and utilizing individual students’ additional strengths and expertise with a small group of students exploring a topic in limited time frame and their opportunities for their collaborative product. However buzz groups, not like group work, can also be in pairs, trios or more. It depends on the activity that will be done. While they are buzzing, pupils are able to exchange ideas drawn from their collective abilities, knowledge and experiences.

Buzz group is one of type collaborative learning to help the students achieve the goal in learning activity. It promotes small-group interactions among learners. Buzz group is a team consists of 2-6 students, they are formed quickly and extemporaneously to respond to course related to question in order to get ideas that are generated with the feedback and discussed by the whole group. This group is made in order to cover different aspect of a topic or maximize participant in the teaching learning process. Kelly and Stafford also state that Buzz groups

7 Brown, Teaching by Principles: An Interactive Approach to Language Pedagogy, 177.
enable students to test out their understanding and to discuss difficulties that they might have been unwilling to reveal to the whole class.\(^9\)

To find how well buzz group affects on teaching listening, another technique is used as comparator. Here lecturing is very compatible one, since it is still widely used in Indonesian classroom. Lecturing also represents traditional technique which still exists in teaching and learning process. It promotes transmission of information and can provide an entrance into a difficult topic, different perspectives on a subject. Lecturing can be used also to provoke thought, to deepen understanding and to enhance scientific thinking. It provides hints and guidelines on how to learn a topic or procedure as well as what to learn and thereby help students to develop into independent learners.

Lecturing refers to the teaching procedure involved in clarification or explanation of the students of some major idea. This technique emphasizes on the penetration of contents or material.\(^10\) The teacher is more active to explain and inform about everything and students are only pay attention on that (passive) but he also uses question and answers to keep them attentive in the class. It is used to motivate, clarify, expand and review the information. Teacher also uses voice changing, impersonating characters, shifting his posing, using simple devices; a teacher can deliver lessons effectively.

Besides techniques, other factors which influence the success of teaching and learning process are affective components. They contribute at least as much and often more to language learning than cognitive skills. In recent years, the importance of affective factors has been of interest in the field of language learning because of their high effects on learning a foreign or a second language. Brown thinks about the importance of examining personality factors in building a theory of second language acquisition because there are a large number of variables that are implied in considering the emotional side of human behavior in the second language learning process.\(^11\)

There are so many affective factors in teaching and learning process. One of them is self-esteem. Self-esteem is one of the central drives in human beings. When the level of self-esteem is low, the psychological homeostasis is unbalanced. It will create insecurity, fear, social distance and other negative situations. Badriyah El-Daw and Hiba Hammoud, “The Effect of Building Up Self-Esteem

Training on Students’ Social and Academic Skills 2014,” *Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences* 190 (2015): 146–55, doi:10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.04.929. argued that self-esteem affect the academic achievement through which the future of the student will be determined. He will either consider himself able to satisfy his aspirations or have resort to dropout as his second choice. Therefore this study investigates some problems related to the implementation of buzz group to teach listening compared with lecturing viewed from students’ self-esteem. The problems are: (1) Is buzz group more effective than Lecturing for teaching listening in the second year students of SMK Muhammadiyah 1 Sukoharjo? (2) Do the students with high self-esteem have better achievement in listening than the students with low self-esteem? (3) Is there any interaction between teaching techniques and the students’ self-esteem in teaching listening?

**METHODOLOGY**

This research involves systematic manipulation of experimental condition. This is the condition in which extraneous influences are controlled or eliminated. The effect of one variable upon another can be investigated by isolation and study of those variables. Factorial design was used for this research. Johnson and Christensen state that factorial design is one in which two or more independent variable are simultaneously studied to determine their independent and interactive effects on the dependent variable. Therefore there were two groups, experimental group and control group.

In the practice, every group was given a questionnaire to classify them into two categories the students with high self-esteem and the ones with low self-esteem. In the teaching and learning process, the topics of the listening lesson taught to both groups are the same. However in the experimental group, the students were taught by using buzz group technique, while the control group, the students were taught by using lecturing technique. After the treatment, both groups were given a post-test to measure the improvement of the students’ listening skill. The scores of the post-test were the data to be analyzed.

---


The population was the second grade students of SMK Muhammadiyah 1 Sukoharjo. It consisted of fourteen classes or 420 students. They were 4 classes for TKR, 3 classes for TSM, 2 classes for TKJ, 2 classes for RPL, 1 class for TO, 1 class for TEI and 1 class for TAV.

The sample was two classes, XI Teknik Kendaraan Ringan (TKR) 1 and XI Teknik Sepeda Motor (TSM) 2. From the two classes, the researcher divided them into two groups by using cluster random sampling; they were XI TKR 1 as an experimental group and XI TSM 2 as a control group. The number of students in each class was 30 students. Therefore, the total number of the students was 60 students.

One of the two classes was taught by using buzz group, and the other was taught by using lecturing technique. Then each class was divided into two groups, students with high self-esteem and those who have low self-esteem. So there were four groups: (1) students with high self-esteem who were taught by using buzz group; (2) students with low self-esteem who were taught by using buzz group; (3) students with high self-esteem who were taught by using lecturing technique; (4) students with low self-esteem who were taught by using lecturing technique.

The implementation of Buzz group was by breaking the large group into small sub-group of four or five people each. Each buzz group thus discusses a particular problem, develops a point of view, or prepared questions. The results of this sub-group discussion are reported to the full group by representative (leader or recorder) of each group. And then for a limited time simultaneously discuss separate problems, develops a point of view, or prepared questions. One of representative from each of the group’s reports their findings to the large group.

By adapting those steps, here the researcher formulate the steps of buzz group in teaching listening. They are: (1) The teacher defines topic; (2) The teacher asks students to make groups. One group consists of 6 students; (3) The teacher explains the activity that they will do; (4) The teacher gives the work sheet to each group; (5) The students do the worksheet and discuss it in group; (6) After discussing their worksheet, each group should present their work in front of the class in the presentation; (7) Another group gives comments and corrections; (8) The teacher also gives feedback.

In implementing lecturing technique, the researcher adopted Sullivan principles model. They are: (1) Planning Interactive Lectures; (2) Presenting Interactive Lectures; and (3) Evaluating Lectures. It could be done in detail such these steps:

---

(1) The teacher defines the topic and does brain storming about the topic; (2) The teacher explains about goals and does modeling; (3) The teacher explains the activity they will do; (4) The teacher gives work sheet to the students; (4) The teacher moves around to guide the students and monitor the activity; (5) The teacher asks some students to read their answer; (6) The teacher leads and guides the students to find the answer; and (7) The teacher gave feedback and did evaluation.

The data needed in this research were the scores of students’ listening comprehension and the scores of the students’ self-esteem. To get both the data, it was used test and questionnaire instrument.

The test was used for collecting students’ listening comprehension scores. The listening test was in the form of objective test with four options. Meanwhile the questionnaire was used for measuring the level of students’ self-esteem. The instruments of listening test and questionnaire must be valid and reliable. Therefore, the instruments were tried out to know the validity and reliability. The try out was done to the students of XI TKR 3 and XI TO. At the end, the valid and reliable items were used to get the data.

**Table 1. The Research Design of 2 x 2 ANOVA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Technique</th>
<th>Buzz Group Technique (A1)</th>
<th>Lecturing Technique (A2)</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High self-esteem (B1)</td>
<td>$A_1B_1$</td>
<td>$A_2B_1$</td>
<td>$B_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low self-esteem (B2)</td>
<td>$A_1B_2$</td>
<td>$A_2B_2$</td>
<td>$B_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

$A_1B_1$ : the mean score of listening test of students having high self-esteem that is taught by using buzz group technique.

$A_2B_1$ : the mean score of listening test of students having high self-esteem that is taught by using lecturing technique.

$A_1B_2$ : the mean score of listening test of students having low self-esteem that is taught by using buzz group technique.

---

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The major purpose of the study is to examine the effect of interactivity level between Buzz group technique and self-esteem on teaching listening skill at Indonesian EEL Classroom especially on SMK Muhammadiyah 1 Sukoharjo. The major findings of the study are summarized and discussed in the following:

Table 2. Summary of a 2 x 2 Multifactor Analysis of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variance</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Fo</th>
<th>Ft (0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between columns</td>
<td>432.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>432.02</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rows</td>
<td>464.81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>464.81</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columns by rows (interaction)</td>
<td>2444.82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2444.81</td>
<td>27.48</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td>3341.65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1113.88</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within groups</td>
<td>4982.53</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>88.97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8324.183</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 2 shows that there is significant different between columns, because Fo between columns (4.86) is higher than Ft at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$ (4.08). Meanwhile between the row, there is significant difference which is showed by Fo interaction (27.48) is higher than Ft at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$ (4.08). It means that teaching techniques differ significantly from one another in their effect on the performance of the subjects in the experiment and there is an interaction effect between teaching methods and the degree of self-esteem toward students’ listening skill. In other word, the effect of teaching techniques on listening skill depends on the degree of self-esteem.

The finding of $q$ is found by dividing the difference between the means by the square root of the ratio of the within group variation and the sample size.
Table 3. Summary of Tukey Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Between Group</th>
<th>q_o</th>
<th>q_t</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 – A2</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 – B2</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1B1 – A2B1</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2B2 – A1B2</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that:

Because $q_o$ between A1 and A2 (3.11) is higher than $q_t$ at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$ (2.89), Buzz group differs significantly from the lecturing technique for teaching listening. The mean score of students who are taught by using Buzz group (66.56) is higher than that of those who are taught by using lecturing (61.2), so Buzz group technique is more effective than the lecturing technique for teaching listening.

If we see the difference between A1 and A2, the result of Tukey test shows $q_o$ is higher than $q_t$ and ANOVA shows $F_o$ is higher than $F_t$. It can be concluded that the null hypothesis which states that there is no difference between students who are taught by using buzz group and those are taught by using lecturing technique for teaching listening is rejected.

It is found that $q_o$ between B1 and B2 (3.23) is higher than $q_t$ at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$ (2.89), students having high self-esteem differ significantly from those having low self-esteem in their listening test. The mean score of students having high self-esteem (66.6) is higher than that of those having low self-esteem (61.16), so students having high self-esteem have better listening skill than those having low self-esteem.

Referring to the difference between B1 and B2, the result of Tukey test shows $q_o$ is higher than $q_t$ and ANOVA shows $F_o$ is higher than $F_t$ so it can be concluded that the null hypothesis which states that there is no difference between students having high self-esteem and those having low self-esteem in listening achievement is rejected. Further detail discussions for the hypotheses are as follow:

**Buzz group is more effective than lecturing technique to teach listening.**

Because $q_o$ between A1B1 and A2B1 (7.44) is higher than $q_t$ at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$ (3.01), buzz group differs significantly from the lecturing technique to teach listening for students having high self-esteem. The mean score of students having high self-esteem who are taught by using buzz group (75.73) is higher than that of those who are taught by using lecturing (57.40), so buzz group technique is more effective than lecturing technique to teach listening for students having high self-esteem.
In buzz group, by doing group works the students have more opportunities to exchange the information. It means that group work is a way for acknowledging and utilizing individual students’ additional strengths and expertise. Students do not only learn and receive whatever the teacher teaches in the teaching-learning process, but also learn from other students. In other words, students are demanded to be more active in joining the learning process. Buzz group requires student groups to work cooperatively. Students feel easy to learn interactively or to learn in student-centered environments. It also can provide students with a ‘safe space’ for the expression and development of their own ideas, building up their confidence in their own ability\textsuperscript{17}.

Gale also explained four goals of group work which support much in learning process. They are First, group work makes possible co-operative than competitive learning for the emphasis on group task and group achievements. Second, group work makes possible a bigger amount of individual participation that occurs in the class-teaching situation. Third, children in discussion group have a chance to improve their speaking and listening skills. Fourth, a polling of resources occurs, so that extensive projects can be carried out. Fifth, a group work facilities and promotes social development for the students and it can be intellectually stimulating\textsuperscript{18}.

On the other hand, lecturing is classical way to teach students about particular subjects. The activity in lecturing is teacher-centered. Lecturing encourages one-way communication. Students just become the followers and depend on the teacher during the teaching-learning process. Lecturing is assumed not to motivate students and make them passive in joining the learning process. The information tends to be forgotten quickly when students are passive. Lecturing is less effective to improve students’ listening skill since lecturing less motivates students to involve in the teaching learning process. Lecturing fosters passive learning with very low students’ involvement. Because students just become the followers and depend on the teacher during the teaching learning process, the communication is mostly one-way communication from the teacher to the students. Consequently, there is little student participation and its information is forgotten quickly, during and after the lecture.

Lecture style presentations is often regarded as old-fashioned, monotone and connected with many disadvantages: Lectures fail to provide teachers with feedback about student learning and rest on the presumption that all students


learn at the same pace\textsuperscript{19}. Moreover, students’ attention wanes quickly during lectures and information tends to be forgotten quickly when students are passive.

In the fact lecture still becomes the most frequently used method of instruction. However, presenting a lecture without pausing for interaction with students can be ineffective regardless of your skill as a speaker. The use of pauses during the lecture for direct oral questioning creates interaction between teacher and students. Unfortunately, when classes are large, the teacher cannot possibly interact with all trainees on each point.

The students who have high self-esteem have better listening skill than those who have low self-esteem.

Because $q_k$ between A1B2 and A2B2 (3.03) is higher than $q_{t}$ at the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$ (3.01), lecturing technique differs significantly from buzz group technique to teach listening for students having low self-esteem. The mean score of students having low self-esteem who are taught by using lecturing (64.80) is higher than that of those who are taught by using buzz group (57.40), so lecturing is more effective than buzz group to teach listening for students having low self-esteem.

Self-esteem refers to the evaluation which individuals make and customarily maintain with regards to themselves; it expresses an attitude of approval and disapproval, and indicates the extent to which individuals believe themselves to be capable, significant, successful and worthy\textsuperscript{20}. People with higher self-esteem are more likely to cope with stress by effective strategies, such as rational planning, rather than ineffective ways, such as trying to deny or escape from the situation. People with high self-esteem have clear, consistent, and definite ideas about themselves. Of course, people with high self-esteem must guard against overconfidence but they are likely to be able to concentrate on doing. They best believing they can succeed in most walks of life\textsuperscript{21}.

However, the low self-esteem is related to failure because they tend to expect the worst, exert less effort on their tasks, especially challenging and demanding ones, and achieve less success. Even, when students having low self-esteem achieve success, they are less apt to attribute their success to their abilities or to enjoy it. In other words, students with high self-esteem forge ahead academically while those with low self-esteem fall behind. Self-esteem can exercise a determining big influence on a person’s life, for good or bad. If the person has

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{20} Brown, \textit{Principles Language Learning and Teaching Fourth Edition}, 145.
  \item \textsuperscript{21} D. A. Watkins and J. B. Biggs, \textit{Classroom Learning, Educational Psychology for the Asian Teacher}, (Melbourne: Prentice Hall, 1993), 75.
\end{itemize}
very low self-esteem, this may even bring about a need for clinical treatment. However, though in the context of language learning especially listening, low self-esteem causes serious consequences. Students with low self-esteem may not concentrate in doing listening. They cannot receive clear understanding of the sound input. It will make students fail in their listening test and cannot achieve listening test well. Thus, low self-esteem is the absence of positives more than the presence of negative beliefs about the self. People with high self-esteem hold firm, highly favorable beliefs about themselves. People with low self-esteem lack those beliefs, but they generally do not hold firm unfavorable beliefs about themselves.

There is an interaction effect between teaching techniques and students’ self-esteem on the students’ listening skill.

Based on the result of point c and d above, it can be concluded that that buzz group technique is more effective than lecturing technique to teach listening for students having high self-esteem and lecturing technique is more effective than buzz group to teach listening for students having low self-esteem, so it can be said that there is interaction between teaching technique and students’ self-esteem in teaching listening.

The result of Tukey test shows $q_o$ is higher than $q_t$ and ANOVA shows $F_o$ is higher than $F_t$ so it can be concluded that the null hypothesis which states that there is no interaction between teaching technique and students’ self-esteem in teaching listening is rejected.

It is undeniable that teaching technique which is used by the teacher in the class gives a big influence for the success of the teaching and learning process. Unlike lecturing, which places the students in a passive learning role, buzz group requires the students to be more active in acquiring the academic content without neglecting their social and human relation with others unconsciously. The teacher does not only concern with teaching academic content, but he also considers making the students develop their social and human relation with others. Mason also said that buzz groups is the way to respond some problem by making the participants in small groups. Responses are listed and common responses are selected for discussion by the participants as a whole. A representative of each small group then reports briefly to the other participants.22 Besides that buzz group or session, is a technique for involving every member of large audience directly in the discussion process.23

---

Buzz group is particularly useful in large class in order to make students participate well. Buzz group technique is effective for generating ideas in short period of time. In fact, some students have trouble participatory in large group discussion or meetings. So by dividing the whole class into some groups, more students have the opportunity to express their thought because student have chance to participate their comment and to increase their ideas.

Self-esteem is related to the academic achievement for the children. It was predicted that the low self-esteem is related to failure and that if a child had a success in a school test or won a popularity contest, then that would boost their self-esteem. It is realized that academic success or failure may not only have an impact on academic self-esteem. But it will also have an impact on global self-esteem if the academic part of your life is very important to you\(^2\).

Self-esteem is quite important factor to acquire listening skill because understanding of the spoken language requires self-esteem. The students having high level of self-esteem expect to do well in their accomplishments, try hard and try to be successful. In the teaching-learning process, they usually have better attitudes. They have high desire to pay attention to the teacher. They are active in joining the teaching-learning process. They like demanding activities in the teaching-learning process. Therefore, buzz group is supposed to be more effective for students having high self-esteem.

Lecturing seems to be suitable for students having low self-esteem since it possesses characteristics which make the students passive during the activity. In lecturing, the students usually get knowledge only from their teacher. They are not demanded to elaborate their ideas, thoughts, and feelings. It means that they do not need to be active. In fact, students having low level of self-esteem tend to exert less effort in learning. In other words, they prefer being passive in the teaching-learning process. That is why; lecturing is supposed to be more effective for students having low self-esteem.

Based on multifactor analysis of variance 2 x 2 and Tukey test, the results show that Fo interaction (27.48) is higher than Ft at the level of significance \(\alpha = 0.05 \ (4.08)\); qo between A1B1 and A2B1 (7.44) is higher than qt at the level of significance \(\alpha = 0.05 \ (3.01)\); and qo between A1B2 and A2B2 (3.03) is higher than qt at the level of significance \(\alpha = 0.05 \ (3.01)\). It means that buzz group differs significantly from lecturing technique to teach listening for students having high self-esteem and lecturing technique differs significantly from buzz group to teach listening for students having low self-esteem. The mean score of students having high self-esteem who are taught by using buzz group (75.7) is higher than that of those who are taught by using lecturing (57.6). It means

---
\(^2\) Watkins and Biggs, Classroom Learning, Educational Psychology for the Asian Teacher, 70.
that buzz group is more effective than lecturing technique to teach listening for students having high-self-esteem. The mean score of students having low self-esteem who are taught by using lecturing (64.8) is higher than that of those who are taught by using buzz group (57.4). It means that lecturing is more effective than buzz group to teach listening for students having low self-esteem. It was introduce as the solution to worsen education circumstances in which the students showed no interest in learning and did not participate in it.

Therefore, there is an interaction effect between teaching technique and self-esteem toward students’ listening skill. Buzz group is more effective than lecturing technique to teach listening for students having high self-esteem. In other words, buzz group is suitable for students having high self-esteem. Meanwhile, lecturing is more effective than buzz group to teach listening for students having low self-esteem. In other words, lecturing is suitable for students having low self-esteem or it could be as the solution to worsen education circumstances in which the students showed no interest in learning and did not participate in it.

**CONCLUSION**

The result demonstrated that buzz group technique is more effective than lecturing technique for teaching listening. It also strengthened Lindgren’s idea that in large class there are tendency for a few students to dominate and for the other members of the class to participate only occasionally or not at all. Buzz group helps classroom group to become involved in a new subject.

The students having high self-esteem have better listening achievement than the students having low self-esteem. There is an interaction effect between the two variables, the techniques of teaching and the degree of self-esteem and it means that the effect of the techniques of teaching depends on the degree of self-esteem. The interaction found Buzz group technique is effective for students having high self-esteem. Lecturing technique is effective for students having low self-esteem. Based on the research finding, it can be concluded that buzz group technique was effective to teach listening for the second grade students of SMK Muhammadiyah 1 Sukoharjo, and the effectiveness was influenced by the level of student’s self-esteem.

---


26 I. Tetsuro, *Implementation of Buzz Learning to English Language Education in a Junior High School*, 156.
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